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Always look on the crypto side of life
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Today’s agenda

• 14h - 16h Smart contracts and blockchain
Mário Amorim Lopes

• 16h - 16h30 Coffee-break

• 16h30 - 17h00 Case-study: Fostering consumer bargaining and e-procurement through a decentralised marketplace
Mário Amorim Lopes

• 17h - 18h Governance and regulatory issues of cryptos and DeFis: challenges and opportunities
Ian Gauci
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1. The advent of decentralised finance  
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The ethos behind Bitcoin
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Bitcoin was created in 2008. 
It is no coincidence.
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While some 
were on the street…
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Others were occupied 
working on a new technology
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Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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“To fight this recession the Fed 
needs…soaring household 
spending to offset moribund 
business investment. 

[So] Alan Greenspan needs to 
create a housing bubble to replace 
the Nasdaq bubble.

Paul Krugman



Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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“We agreed on the reduction despite our consensus that the 
economy probably did not need yet another cut [in the Fed funds 
rate]. 

We wanted to shut down the possibility of corrosive deflation; we 
were willing to chance that by cutting rates we might foster a 
bubble, an inflationary boom of some sort, which we would 
substantially have to address. 

Time would tell if it was the right decision, but it was a decision 
done right.

Alan Greenspan



Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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“It means we use the mighty muscle of the 

federal government in combination with state 
and local governments to encourage owning 

your own home.

George W. Bush



Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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“If we can bend the housing finance system to transform the 

poor into home purchasers, […] they can start to build 
equity wealth.

$3 trillion in commitments Fannie Mae has made […].
We have a dream too -- that all Americans will have equal 
access to the American Dream of homeownership.



Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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“All the signs I look at show the 

housing market is at or near the 
bottom.

The U.S. economy is very healthy 
and robust.

Henry Paulson (April 2007)



Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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Bitcoin was born out of a general distrust
in the legacy financial system. Was it justified?
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“Investors are worried about a hard landing. 

I am less concerned because… 

I believe that the Fed is our friend

Ed Yardeni



And so 
Bitcoin was born
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2. The origins of smart contracts  
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The building blocks of the blockchain puzzle were being assembled long 
before it emerged

Source: Hobbes' Blockchain Timeline 2018 by Robert H Zakon

“An anonymous transaction system is not a secret transaction system. An anonymous system empowers 
individuals to reveal their identity when desired and only when desired; this is the essence of privacy.”
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Smart contracts are just contracts described and executed by computer 
code

New institutions, and new ways to formalize the relationships that make up these 
institutions, are now made possible by the digital revolution. 

I call these new contracts "smart", because they are far more functional than 
their inanimate paper-based ancestors. 

No use of artificial intelligence is implied. 

A smart contract is a set of promises, specified in digital form, including 
protocols within which the parties perform on these promises.

Source: Smart Contracts: Building Blocks for Digital Markets by Nick Szabo 22



In that popular article from 1996, Nick Szabo exemplified 
smart contracts beyond the traditional digital cash use case

“We can extend the concept of smart contracts to property. Smart property 
might be created by embedding smart contracts in physical objects. 

These embedded protocols would automatically give control of the keys for 
operating the property to the party who rightfully owns that property, based on the 

terms of the contract. 

For example, a car might be rendered inoperable unless the proper challenge-
response protocol is completed with its rightful owner, preventing theft. 

If a loan was taken out to buy that car, and the owner failed to make payments, 
the smart contract could automatically invoke a lien, which returns control of the 

car keys to the bank. This "smart lien" might be much cheaper and more 
effective than a repo man. 

Also needed is a protocol to provably remove the lien when the loan has been 
paid off, as well as hardship and operational exceptions. For example, it would be 

rude to revoke operation of the car while it's doing 75 down the freeway.”

Source: Smart Contracts: Building Blocks for Digital Markets by Nick Szabo 23



Ethereum’s whitepaper, released in 2013, laid the groundwork for the 
first popular implementation of a blockchain focused on smart contracts

Source: Ethereum Foundation, by Vitalik Buterin 24



From a distributed ledger To distributed scripts

After all, transactions are basic computations. So, as blockchains scale, 
they can perform more complex and varied computations

Source: An Introduction to Ethereum and Smart Contracts, by Sebastián E. Peyrott 25



What makes the blockchain unique?
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What makes
the blockchain unique?



What makes
the blockchain unique?

1. Trustless

2. Decentralized (distributed, P2P)

3. Consensus-based

4. (Virtually) immutable

5. Smart contracts

Oh, and one more thing... 
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What makes
the blockchain unique?
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Robert Ryman – Ledger 
(in exhibition at Tate)
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What makes the blockchain unique?
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What makes
the blockchain unique?

32Source: Blockchain Beyond the Hype A Practical Framework for Business Leaders. World Economic Forum



Will the laywer of the
future be a coder too?

33Source: Blockgeeks



Smart contracts reduce transactional
costs and enhance efficiency
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Blockchain properties:
from an end-user view
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Currencies

Billions of uses

Transfers
Payments
Tips
Crowdfunding

Pegged services

Hundres of millions of uses
Naming
Identity
Ownership
Voting
Membership

Smart contracts

Millions of uses Wagers
Bounties
Family trusts
Performance proofs
Escrows

DAOs
Thousands of use cases Transportation

Online storage
Mesh networks

Healthcare



Key blockchain use cases
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Sectoral applications
of blockchains
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Markets and Finance

Public Sector

Enterprise and Industry

Legal Industry

Energy

Healthcare

Distributed computation
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PUBLIC SECTOR



Source: Deloitte analysis in conjunction with the Fletcher School at Tufts University (March 2017)

One year ago: 
117 Initiatives in 26 Countries
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Now: 202 blockchain
nitiatives in 45 countries

42Source: OECD analysis of data collected by The Illinois Blockchain Initiative (March 2018)



Use Case Description

Identity Establishing and maintaining identities for citizens and residents (birth certificates, 
marriage licenses, visas, death records).

Personal records Interoperable health records, insurance records, etc.

Land title registry Details and historic records related to real estate and property transactions.

Supply chain management, inventorying Tracking an asset from its creation, transportation, purchase, and inventorying.

Benefits, entitlements, and aid Social security, medical benefits payments, domestic and international aid. 
Anticipatory/automated payments could be automated through Smart Contracts.

Contract and vendor management Tracking and paying vendors, managing purchase commitments and transactions, and 
monitoring schedule performance. Can allow for perfect transparency of government 
expenditures.

Voting Enabling new methods of digital voting, ensuring eligibility, accurate counting,  and auditing 
(e.g., to avoid ballot-rigging).

Streamlining interagency processes Blockchains and smart contracts can automate transaction handling and improve 
information sharing – allows each agency to better focus on their own mission and tech 
without as much need to consider others tech. 

Potential use cases
in the Public Sector
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Example 1: Vehicle wallet (Denmark)

Problem

During a car’s lifecycle it undergoes various phases and activities (tests, repair, loan, insurance and changes in ownership). When a 

car is sold from one person to another, there can be a lack of information from either the buyer or seller. On the seller’s side, the car 
could have undergone an undesirable re-build or even be stolen. On the buyer’s side, the buyer could never re-register the car, 

which could result in continuous taxes for the original seller. 

Solution

Vehicle Wallet is a partnership between payment service provider and the Danish Tax Administration. It is a supply chain 
management tool where data concerning the car is saved in one distributed ledger and creates one agreed and shared record of the

vehicle history as it is transferred across the supply chain. This reduces risks for buyers and sellers, and helps ensure Denmark 

receives all proper taxes. 
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Example 2: BenBen (Ghana)

Problem

For land property, Ghana lacked a systemic way to determining the legal existence of parcels and to track land ownership titles. This 

prevented authorities and property owners from having clear certainty and visibility over what belongs to whom, resulting in regular 
disputes. In addition, because previous processes were on paper, it could take over a year to register the sale/purchase of a

property, which was a fraud risk for both sellers and buyers. 

Solution

BenBen provides an Ethereum-run digital register system of all land registries across Ghana. It is able to certify land information 
through the cross-cutting of satellite imagery and on-the-ground verifications, working hand-in-hand with local stakeholders in the 

land market. It aggregates all the information such that financial institutions and the Lands Commission have real-time access to the 

data. Property transaction times have been reduced by 75% and court disputes have been reduced. 



Example 3: Project Ubin (Singapore)

Problem

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) conducted a study that found that Inter-bank payments within Singapore and 

cross-border financial transactions were inefficient and slow. 

Solution

MAS partnered with R3– a consortium of banks and regulators to create a prototype for a Blockchain-based digital 

Singaporean dollar to facilitate digital transactions. This would allow for incorruptibility of records through a decentralised 
trust system, but also 24-hour processing with no centralised – i.e. human-based – checks required. The partnership has 

successfully developed software prototypes of three different models for decentralised inter-bank payment that are now 
being explored. MAS has published the source code as open source software on GitHub. 
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ENTERPRISE AND INDUSTRY
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Source: IBM
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Source: IBM
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Source: IBM
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LEGAL INDUSTRY



Legal industry: 
do we still need notaries?

• Notaries are key in witnessing and certifying (among other activities):

⎼ Validity of signatures (it is signed by the right person)

⎼ Certifying the authenticity of documents (closing a contract, for instance)

• Currently, these are labourious processes
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Legal industry: 
do we still need notaries?

Solution: A blockchain for storing contracts and proving existence

How it works:

• Documents are signed with a timestamp, proving it took place

• Remote identity verification may be enabled through remote vídeos

• A journal (the blockchain) keeps a record of all the contracts signed and revoked

53
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Blocknotary
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HEALTHCARE



Health care: Electronic
Health Records on the blockchain

• Medical records and patient information (Electronic Health Records) are scattered throughout the many institutions visited

• Access control is very limited and conspicuous in some health systems — any physician can access the patient’s information

• Data exchange is also scant: private and public institutions usually don’t share patient information

• The patient is not the owner de facto of the data

• A malicious user with access to the database could extract millions of records of patients, which is confidential and highly

sensitive information
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Health care: Electronic
Health Records on the blockchain

• Solution: A permissioned (private) blockchain where both data (optional) and access control is stored.

• The blockchain provides distributed, sharable and transparent access to data

• Patients are the effective owners and can revoke access (or allow only for a given period)

• No single entity controls the data

• Information can be stored anonymously without giving away the patient ID or name

• Data can be stored off-chain, solving GDPR concerns and the right to erasure
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Medicalchain
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ENERGY
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The Johansons
Meet the Johansons. They are a fictional family living
in Portugal.

The Johansons sometimes produce more 
energy than their current needs, and so their
meter spins in reverse.

Can the Johansons sell their surplus to 
needing neighbords? 
Not currently.
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Smart energy grids

• The transactional model is highly dependent

on a central authority (REN) in charge of

balancing the grid



Smart energy grids

Solution: A P2P energy market

with options/futures for 

prosumers

The Johansons

Smart Meter
Produces surplus

Neighbour

Regular Meter
Consumes surplus

P2P market

Smart contract
Tokenizes surplus energy
Records ask (sell) and bid (buy) energy orders
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Distributed Computation



Centralised
cloud storage

65

Dropbox
• All your files are handled and stored by

one single entity

• Do you trust that entity?

• Is it secure by design?

• Can NSA access your data?



Decentralised
cloud storage

- Your files are split in thousands of parts, encrypted and sent to thousands of users

- No single user or entity can have access to your files

- Available slack in ordinary PCs can be used as storage
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3. Comparing DeFi with TradFi
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Contracts are behind our 
$900T traditional economy for centuries

And smart contract are the bedrock of this 
transparent $2T decentralised economy

As contracts are the building blocks of our free markets, so did smart 
contracts become the building blocks of our digital, decentralised markets

Source: Bain & Company, CoinMarketCap

Global wealth 
in contrast with 

derivatives. 

Currently, bitcoin accounts for 
50% of this. And, today, even 

Bitcoin allows for smart contracts
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The applications of this decentralised economy touch many
sectors, but most use cases and projects are related to finance

Source: Blackmoon 69



That’s because smart contracts can unlock value 
in financial services through various vectors

Source: World Bank 70



The overall goal is to disrupt traditional finance 
functions and correct the inefficiencies of legacy markets

Source: FinTech Collective, Kraken Intelligence 71



All this while reducing
the cost of financial services

Source: Tanner Hoban 72



But while the fintech movement aims to reduce costs as well, DeFi is also
focused on reducing bureaucracy with a major focus on decentralisation

Source: Zerion, Tobia De Angelis

FinTechs are 
currently much 

better with UX/UI
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In brief, decentralised finance, or DeFi (pronounced as defy), is about
replacing centralised, traditional finance with distributed, P2P finance
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If we are to recap what DeFi is from another angle, we can say 
decentralised finance aims to power the next generation of the internet

Source: Fundstrat, Fabric Ventures 75



In a final analogy, DeFi builds on top of key infrastructure and popular 
blockchain platforms to provide applications to users, like iPhone apps

Source: Matthew Leybold 76



Now, let’s look at a key interface to decentralised
finance: decentralised exchanges, also known as DEXs

Source: St. Louis Fed, Matthew Leybold 77



Naturally, DeFi doesn’t share traditional 
finance’s reliance on multiple intermediaries

Source: Kraken Intelligence 78



Nor does DeFi share the mainstream cryptosphere’s
dependence on centralised exchanges or OTC trading desks

Source: Kraken Intelligence 79



Alas, while DeFi was initially reliant on order books for on-chain trading, 
now most DEXs have relinquished that traditional pricing mechanism

Source: Finematics, St. Louis Fed

Because decentralised order 
books would require 

decentralised market makers 
to trade on-chain, which can 

be slow and expensive
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Instead, the cornerstone of decentralised trading are Automated Market 
Making algorithms – which power liquidity pool exchanges, like Uniswap

Source: Curve

xy=k is the traditional AMM formula to 
determine the price of a pair of tokens that are 
placed in a liquidity pool. If these tokens true 
exchange rate is out of order, then arbitragers 
have an incentive to correct it. Curiously, even 
though AMMs only now became popular, they 

can be traced back to the early 2000s

Furthermore, this model incentivises 
liquidity for otherwise illiquid markets, 
as it pays a fee to Liquidity Providers

This blue line represents another formula 
invented by Curve, another DEX
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It may look complex, but providing liquidity is just a couple of buttons 
away. So many investors started doing it to earn a cut of a DEX’s fees

Source: DeFi Prime

Naturally, there are risks with providing 
liquidity in a DEX, e.g. (impermanent) losses 
when the underlying assets price changes
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This convenience has prompted DEXs to grow rapidly, as developers, 
investors, and users explore new use cases for online value exchanges

Source: Messari, Kraken Intelligence 83



These use cases replicate TradFi applications in a decentralised manner: 
trade (or speculate), borrow for leverage and lend to generate yield

Source: Fundstrat 84



Overall, if you can think of an existing TradFi institution, there’s 
likely a DeFi equivalent under development or even fully operational 

Source: Consensys 85



Still, this growth only represents a small fraction of blockchain users, 
even considering the most popular ecosystems, such as Ethereum

Source: Consensys, DeFi Q1 2021 Report

1% on ETH 
addresses interact 

with DeFi
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All-in-all, the DeFi space is growing exponentially with new devs
and users contributing towards this open, global financial system

Source: TheBlock, as of 2019 87



Naturally, not all these projects are aiming to capitalise on the bright side 
of smart contracts. Many are just riding the current bull cycle’s narrative

Source: Fundstrat 88



These new capital flows contribute to the fact Ethereum is not the only 
blockchain building the future of finance, as new projects are easily funded

While TON was halted by 
the US SEC, the other 

platforms have launched –
with Polkadot and Solana 

fast-approaching 
Ethereum’s turf

Source: Messari

After this, projects just 
started launching outside 

the US, looking for 
jurisdictions with stable 

regulations, such as 
Switzerland and Estonia
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Which brings us to conclude with
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4. Some key DeFi projects
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A primer on the ecosystem wars: recapping things so far, it all started 
when Ethereum was created with the vision of replacing Bitcoin

Source: TheBlock, as of 2019

In 2017, we reached peak 
“let’s create the next 

Bitcoin” bubble
In 2021, we are reaching 

peak “let’s create the next 
Ethereum” bubble
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Polkadot

• Launched in 2020 

• Proof of Staked Authority

• Ethereum compatibility

Binance Smart Chain

These “Ethereum killers” are all focused on being "Faster, Higher, 
Stronger” than the original smart contracts enabler

• Launched in 2020

• Delegated Proof of Stake

• Focus on high speed

Solana

• Launched in 2017 (kind of)

• Liquid Proof of Stake

• Focus on governance

Tezos

Source: Own projects

• Launched in 2020

• Nominated Proof of Stake

• Interoperable and scalable
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For example, Solana prizes itself for its high transaction speed, focused on 
building apps for the many. But Ethereum is also working on its scaling

Source: SolMates

Ethereum will transition to a 
Proof-of-Stake consensus 

algorithm sometime next year, 
which will improve speed and 

mitigate environmental criticism 

(even though it’s not true that 
Bitcoin mining wastes energy, 

as it mostly uses nonrival, 
renewable electricity)
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Ethereum also derives most of its strengths from the multiple 
projects created on top of its protocol, especially within the DeFi sector

Source: Fundstrat 95



But, using Solana’s example, more projects have been able to attract 
enough talent to start building potentially equivalent ecosystems

Source: S 96



Overall, from a user’s perspective, there are many alternatives 
they can choose from to meet their decentralised finance goals

Tether is not DeFi per se, 
but it’s part of the larger 

ecosystem
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Lastly, it seems the Non-Fungible Tokens hype, tangentially connected to 
DeFi, is fading a bit. But remember “every artist was first an amateur”!

Source: Google Trends 98



Coffee?
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Today’s
agenda

• 14h - 16h Smart contracts and blockchain
• 16h - 16h30 Coffee-break

• 16h30 - 17h30 Case-study: Fostering consumer bargaining and e-procurement through a decentralised marketplace
With Carnegie-Mellon University

• 17h - 18h Governance and regulatory issues of cryptos and DeFis: challenges and opportunities
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